Quality creates value:
quality experts in
Zuffenhausen and
Leipzig use a thickness
gauge to measure
car body clearances.

Why Michael Neumayer, Vice President Corporate Quality
for the Porsche sports car maker, does not rely on figures alone
but also analyzes customers’ emotions.
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“Our
customers
determine
what
quality
is.”

producing a much greater number of cars. So we have to adapt our
quality management structures if we want to at least maintain our high
standards.” How does one do that? In very simple terms, by using the
old craftsman’s rule that good planning is half the job. “Quality doesn’t
start with the iaudits, but rather arises from the planning process,”
says Neumayer. “We get involved in the product engineering process
at a very early stage—by evaluating operating concepts and ergonomics, for example, or by selecting materials for the interior.”
Virtual audits back in vehicle development
In addition, during its development processes Porsche is making ever

Michael Neumayer,

greater use of virtual audits, which can reflect the high standards of

Vice President

cars that do not yet actually exist. “You can test clearances and con-

Corporate Quality,

tours, for example, at a very early stage in virtual vehicles,” observes

Porsche AG

P

Neumayer. “These audits are performed by the same employees who
will later be responsible for the product audits during standard-series
production. That helps to improve our development processes and pre-

orsche drivers are exposed to quality before they even get

vent errors that would require considerable time and effort to eliminate

into their cars. Michael Neumayer, Vice President Corporate

further down the road.”

Quality at Porsche AG, is sure of this. For proof he pulls
out his car key: bright green in color and in the shape of a

Neumayer’s team is especially active in prevention. “The higher degree

car body, it is a real eye-catcher and pleasing to the touch.

of complexity alone means that we have to send more cars through

“To me, that spells quality,” he says. “This key fits perfectly in your hand.

test tracks to assure the process.” But that doesn’t mean quality at any

It’s extremely well made, exudes value, shows immediately what it’s for,

price. “Quality also means keeping an eye on costs,” he says. “If you

and makes you want to jump into your car.”

invest more in assurance early on, you’ll spend less later on modifications and warranties. We can demonstrate that very clearly.” Contact

Feeling and measuring

with customers also plays an important role. “Ultimately, they are the

A statement with that type of emotive content is not what one might

ones who determine what quality is.”

expect from the head of a car maker’s quality department. Isn’t quality
defined in terms of defective ippm (parts per million), clearances, and

The iquality organization itself plays an important role, too. With

other parameters? Neumayer doesn’t disagree with this, but he quali-

the help of Porsche Consulting, Porsche AG has therefore been devel-

fies it as follows: “On careful consideration, there are two meanings to

oping new organizational structures over recent months and standard-

quality. We distinguish between product appeal—which has more to do

izing quality management at its production sites in Zuffenhausen and

with emotive aspects—and product quality, which covers all measurable

Leipzig. Axel Schmidt, Senior Project Manager at Porsche Consulting,

parameters such as defect rates, creaking and rattling sounds, and so

notes that “each of the two plants now has the same quality structure,

on. Product appeal is even more critical for us than for other car mak-

with the quality directors reporting to the plant directors in departmen-

ers, because our customers buy their sports cars for emotional rea-

tal matters. In specialist matters, though, they answer to the Corporate

sons. Our job is to delight them and to exceed their expectations. For

Quality department, which is responsible for the brand overall. This is

us that’s where the cars’ quality is expressed.”

a well-proven structure.”
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These emotive aspects of quality can be measured as well. The U.S.based J.D. Power market research institute regularly conducts its
iInitial Quality Study (IQS), asking buyers of new cars how satisfied
they are after 90 days of ownership. The results show Porsche way out
in front—in first place. That’s no coincidence. As part of Strategy 2018,
Porsche set itself the goal of continuing to defend its top position in
this prestigious survey—and succeeded. So much for product appeal.
The key to quality
What does product quality look like at Porsche? This question can be
answered with a single statistic: 70 percent of all Porsches ever built
are still on the road. But that doesn’t mean the company can sit back
and relax. As Neumayer notes, “Our cars are becoming ever more com-

Quality is in the employees’ hands: clearances, gaps, and

plex, there is greater variety, there are more model series, and we’re

radii are key quality parameters.
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i Your Q glossary on page 20

Quality is audible and tactile here: at the on-ramp and
test course on the Leipzig factory grounds, highly
skilled specialists test all the properties of new cars
before approval for delivery to customers.
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can
you
Plan
For
Quality?
How should companies go about improving the
quality of their products? Investing in defect-correction
systems is not the best idea. A more promising
approach is to tackle the job very thoroughly and to
improve the quality strategy for the products.
Porsche Consulting has developed a “tool box,” which
not only improves quality on a lasting basis but also
lowers quality-related costs.

c

ompany product ranges are becoming ever more diverse,
while the complexity of individual products is increasing as
well. at the same time, customers expect shorter delivery
times—in addition to top quality (and rightly so). This is
a challenge faced not only by production companies but

also service providers across a broad range of sectors. Many of these
companies are forced to conclude that such conditions are leading to

a rise in error rates, and in turn to customer dissatisfaction, as well as
to higher costs for reworking and warranties.
raPid analysis: where is the need For action?
Experts from Porsche Consulting are performing this diagnosis ever
more frequently when clients and potential clients come to them for assistance. In such cases, where do the consultants start? The answer is
simple. Fabian Piontek, partner in charge of procurement and quality,
needs only a very short time to determine where the deficiencies are
with respect to quality—and his team can do exactly the same thing
as well. “When we come to a company, the first thing we do is take a
look at the iQuality costs,” he says. “These include iwarranty and
goodwill costs as well as the cost for reworking and rejects compared
to that spent on iPreVentiVe Quality Planning. To do so, we use our
proven and standardized 360° Q Quick Check.” (See facing page)
Within two days, both consultants and clients generally know where
they should start to improve product quality on a lasting basis. And
then—should the client so desire—the process can continue at a fast
pace and with great efficiency. As Piontek explains, “The first step
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360° Q Quick check:
Quality on the
test bench

Porsche
Consulting

METHODS

Rapid, precise, proven: these are the main features of the 360° Q Quick Check offered by Porsche
Consulting. Within a defined period of time, it tests, evaluates, and compares a company’s quality
with industry standards—so the client knows where action must be taken.

tHis is WHat HaPPens in

PrecisiOn FOcus is PlaceD

a 360° q quicK cHecK:

On FOur FielDs OF analysis:

– Status determined using a structured

– Quality costs and effort
– Product quality

360° analysis
– Comparison with industry benchmarks
and Porsche standards

– Process quality
– Quality organization and systems

– Individual planning of a quality
campaign, including implementation
– Specific recommendations for actions that
increase quality on a sustainable basis

2. PRODUCT QUALITY

1. QUALITY COSTS
AND EFFORT

This is done with a practical orientation using
proven methods from Porsche Consulting—and the
results are usually available within just two days.

3. PROCESS QUALITY

4. QUALITY ORGANIZATION
AND SYSTEMS

red: industry benchmark*
Black: 360° Q Quick Check result*
* Schematic representation

© Porsche consulting

360° q quick check

iPreventive quality planning
Planning measures starting in product conception,
design, and generation that aim to achieve the highest standards of quality. They cover not only the
product itself but also both in-house and outsourced
(supplier) production and assembly processes.

Glossary

iQuality costs
Quality costs consist of error prevention costs
(Q planning), testing and reworking/rejection costs
(Q control), and error costs (including warranty
and goodwill costs, damages and compensation).

Key quality
terms at
a glance

iQuality culture
Important factor in the quality aspirations of both
products and companies: employees have to be
involved in quality processes and feel responsible for
quality. Ultimately, they are the ones who produce
and assure quality and live out the company’s conception of quality.

iAudit

iQuality organization

Two meanings in quality control:

Organization within the company that encompasses

1.	Testing processes, departments, and work stations

all quality-related tasks, generally divided into cen-

to determine whether they meet defined standards

tralized and decentralized operations.

2.	Random quality testing of cars from the
current series

iQuality process

iIQS (Initial Quality Study)

Trans-departmental support processes that assure

Survey of car buyers on satisfaction after 90 days of

and ensure adherence to defined company standards.

the value-adding core processes of every company

ownership, carried out in the North American market
by the US-based J.D. Power market research institute.

ippm

iWarranty and goodwill costs
Costs that arise for the manufacturer due to errors
or defects during the warranty period or assumed

Parts per million: rate used for the number of defec-

afterwards on a voluntary case-by-case basis; see

tive components produced or delivered (by suppliers).

also “Quality costs.”
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consists of putting reactive measures into place to reduce short-term
quality costs. The money saved here is then invested in preventive
quality planning. This enables us to achieve long-term improvements
in quality.”
Quality has to Pay oFF
The focus on costs right from the start is deliberate. “Quality is not an
end in itself, nor is it a feature that only top brands can afford,” says
Piontek. Instead, the consultants come to their clients with the aim of
having every quality project pay off within a year.
What does optimizing iQuality Processes actually look like? axel
Schmidt, Senior Project Manager at Porsche Consulting, describes it
as follows: “First we identify deficits by comparing the processes with
our own quality process model. Sector benchmarks tell us where clients
stand vis-à-vis the competition. Using this as a basis, we determine the
need for action within the dimensions of quality strategy, quality processes, quality organization, and iQuality culture. In so doing, our
primary focus is always on the preventive aspect, i.e. on planning.” The
ultimate aim is to guide customer expectations as surely and efficiently
as possible into a specific product strategy. So the development processes are analyzed very precisely as well. The quality strategy for each
new product has to produce better results than that for its predecessor.
When that happens, the company is on the right path toward improving quality on a continuous basis while simultaneously reducing costs.
As complex as it might be to improve individual quality-related processes and structures, in the end this approach is based on a very
simple principle. “Prevent errors as early as possible so the question
of how to eliminate them later doesn’t even arise.” In other words, quality planning is not just an option; it’s an obligation, and the earlier and
more professionally it is started the better the results will be.
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customer eXPectations are rising
The consultants have already put this approach successfully into practice with Porsche aG and its suppliers, and in turn these companies
have done the same with their suppliers. But this concept is also used
outside the automotive industry, which has assumed a leading position in matters of quality—it can be found, for example, in aviation and
aeronautics, in production companies, and in the service industry. as
Piontek sums it up: “This topic is on many companies’ agendas, because
products are becoming more complex and customer expectations are
rising—and not only in the automotive industry.”
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